la Petite Majorelle
Top left: the Charleston colonial inspired house is located
on the corner where two major streets at Windsor meet
allowing sunlight to penetrate the house from all the sides.
The main door is framed in a subtle way by Bougainvellea.
Left: view from the living room onto the pool and the
grand ﬁreplace, ﬂanked on each side by the guesthouses.
Above: the courtyard by sunset with oversized porches,
dramatic black doors and window is reﬂected in the pool
reminiscent of the Marrakesh Villa Majorelle. Tall masonry
walls are fully emerged into the landscaping providing a
feeling of privacy and a visual boundary.
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The house is located at the corner of two charming village streets at
Windsor,Vero Beach, Florida. Is was designed within the guidelines of the
community by architect Merrill, Pastor & Colgan and built by Huryn
Construction. Studio Pyramid from Toronto enhanced the casual feel with
reﬁned architectural elements and ﬁnishes.
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The designers of Studio Pyramid Inc. from Toronto, notably Elaine Tan and Alexander Sasha Josipovicz as
the creative forces, had already a two decade working relationship with the clients who bought this
Windsor jewel. They had designed, redesigned, built and re-built numerous properties for and with them.
This evolved into a strong friendship with, where is came to interior design, no prenuptials.
“Even though we knew each others aesthetics, preferences and taste, we all were prepared for the
unexpected when this Windsor house had to be transformed into their new winter residence at the Atlantic
coast in Florida.”
The new Canadian owners were enchanted with the Windsor ‘Village by the sea’. It offered the best of outdoor activities, cultural and social events, architectural /design integrity and enough privacy without the
feeling of a gated community or entitlement. Located on a pristine white sandy beach, this was to be perfect choice to escape long Canadian winters, hosting family and friends.

Above: the living room features coffered ceilings with old school fans and black shutters.
Contemporary furnishings are carefully combined with colonial elements. The walnut dining room table is by Bansen and black wicker
chairs are by Naoto Fukasawa. An old Dutch
16th century chest serves as a bar and a
Martha Sturdy resin free standing lamp brings
height to the space. Above the ﬁreplace is a
Beaver Panel by Larry Rosso.
Right-hand page: Studio Pyramid’s creative director and Objekt’s honorary editor in chief,
Alexander Sasha Josipovicz at the entrance of
the Windsor Clubhouse.

The property had the unique feeling of far and exotic places. The large lot was surrounded with high masonry walls hushed in greenery, palms, ivies and wisterias. The courtyard was originally cladded in interlocking red bricks. Natural limestone was added to give it a friendlier feel. Black wicker outdoor furniture
was brought in and faded shades of teak were enlightened with cushions in lavender and Yves Klein blue.
Dominating the courtyard space was the central, elongated pool all reminiscent of the Moroccan ‘Villa
Majorelle’ in Marrakesh once the home of Yves Saint Laurent. Between the main house at one end and the
two guest houses at the opposite side, the designers created a intimate luxurious place with a large outdoor fireplace. Looking over the pool from the living room this fireplace provided a strong focal point.
A Charleston flavor was enhanced by the dark doors, the windows with wooden shutters, the generous
porches and the old school ceiling fans. The designers drew inspiration for this from classic colonial visuals. Polished concrete stained dark on the ground floor and large blackened wood plank flooring used
on the second floor gave an indication that the house can take a moderate contemporary direction.
Sasha: “Balance between the two worlds was treaded carefully. We needed to start decorating the house
with something intense, imposing and memorable. This was not a ‘grand’ chandelier or an outstanding
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Top: the master bedroom is a compilation of numerous treasure ﬁnds
collected over a period of time.
The rug is from the 17th century
and acquired at Sotheby’s, the dark
oak armoire is Flemish and the
deco round side table is French.
The vantage chair is by Thonet, the
king size bed is from Restoration
Hardware in natural linen and the
armchair and ottoman are by
McGuire. The colorful parrots painting is by Hunt Slonem and the
dragonﬂies painting above bed is
by Andre Petterson.
Below that: Sasha created this
nook with fun. Here he played on
forms and tactile materials.
The carton folded vantage lamp is
from Montreal mid 60’s, the swirl
wallpaper is by Pierre Frey and the
aboriginal sand art is from Australia. The quiet and low-key writing desk is from DWR. It controls
the movement of its surroundings.

piece of furniture. No, instead we decided to install oversized canvas by the darling of the New York
art world, Henry Taylor. The rest of the furnishings evolved naturally. We paired a long rectangular
walnut dining table by Bensen with black rattan chairs by Naoto Fukasawa. We
surrounded them on each end with niches upholstered in Pierre Fray straw wallpaper. This created
a powerful vignette on one end of the oversized living room.”

Right-hand page: the ﬁreplace at
the end of the pool where faded
teak outdoor furniture was uplifted with fresh lavender and Yves
Klein blue Perennial fabrics in the
cushions. Paper mash peacocks are
adding to the fun.

“Facing the fireplace area, comfort and calmness prevailed as we implemented a natural linen RH
sofa and a daybed with jute rug as a base. Martha Sturdy white resin floor lamp, Jielde’s zig-zag
lamp, Casa Midi iron reading chairs and antique red painted ‘Kitai’ armchair served as powerful
highlights. Dyson free standing black reading lamps further added to the contemporary edgy look.
The indigenous mask ’A Beaver Panel’ by Larry Rosso cultivates the visual direction opposite to
Henry Taylor ‘s canvas. Floating in the room are white, black and red African beaded headdresses
on the stands.”
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The atmosphere in the living room is dominated by a painting by New York’s darling artist
Henry Taylor. Niches are cladded in straw made wallpaper by Pierre Frey are providing a
background ‘travelling treasures’ such as a blue African feathers headdress and a native
wood shield. The Kitai chair painted is in old red originates most likely from Shanghai 1920.
The carpet is made of natural jute/linen, the sofa and day bed are upholstered in linen and
are from Restoration Hardware. The drum like table is by McGuire, the Zig-Zag lamp is by
Jielde and the white resin ﬂoor lamp is by Martha Sturdy. The ottomans are upholstered in
black and white Moroccan Suzani fabric. In the background the entrance to the kitchen. On
the right are the doors to the courtyard.
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